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GMP Diversified Alpha Master Fund (the “Fund”) generated a positive net return of 0.49% for the month of July. 
This outcome was a result of our defensive position in the Fund throughout the month. Broader equity markets 
sold off strongly including the S&P TSX 60 (-4.01%) and the S&P 500 (-2.15%). Since inception, the Fund has gen-
erated a positive return of 31.31%. The TSX 60 and S&P 500 are both down over the same period of time. 

As we write our Commentary for this month, we refer to July's performance, as well as the first half of August.  
We are providing this “current view” based on the market volatility present during the first two weeks of Au-
gust. We will also provide our thoughts on how the Fund will be positioned for the coming weeks. 

Through August 16th, the Fund was down approximately 1.15% (net of fees) as compared to the TSX 60 and 
S&P 500 which were down approximately 2.17% and 8.01% respectively. Given the volatility that we have seen, 
we have largely removed the beta risk (the equity market exposure), from the Fund. We have paired the major-
ity of our long positions with hedges so as to immunize short term volatility. We are positioned more conserva-
tively today than we have at any time since the Fund’s inception. Preserving capital is paramount when market 
conditions are unpredictable. Further, this move will allow us to be very opportunistic in the weeks ahead to 
deploy this capital into the best relative value trades that are emerging. 

As you read over our last few Monthly Market Commentaries, you will note that we have been actively reducing 
risk and increasing our cash position. Entering August, our cash position was approximately 40% of allocated 
capital. In fact this number overstates our risk when one takes into account the hedges and short positions in 
various portfolios. That said, although parts of the portfolio were short, there remained some exposure to eq-
uity markets. In July, this positioning worked as the Fund generated positive returns in a down market. As we 
entered August, the violent downward move in the equity markets worked to move correlation across sectors 
and assets closer to one. This has caused, with few exceptions, all equities to lose value. As the markets pan-
icked, we have remained disciplined in our process, continued to reduce risk and increase liquidity. August has 
been a positive “stress” test for our strategy. At the month’s lowest point, when the TSX 60 was down 9.10% 
and the S&P 500 was down 13.85%, the Fund was down approximately 1.50% (net of fees) which was well 
within the Fund’s risk parameters. Capital will only be re-deployed when we see opportunities that have the po-
tential to generate returns that are commensurate with the risk. Such dramatic price reductions will present 
opportunities for patient investors in the future.   

The situation facing current markets is extremely difficult to model. Some of the potential analogues are Japan 
and the Great Depression. The problem begins with too much borrowing in the developed world. This leverage 
started with companies and consumers and was transferred to banks. After 2008, much of this burden was 
transferred to governments. Now the lender of last resort is the Central Bank of most nations or the European 
Central Bank. It is difficult to anticipate what this will mean for global markets. It is our view that, in the best 
case, this will lead to pushing the problem into the future. The proverbial “kick the can” strategy. The worst case 
is that the market sees through this and we enter a bear market. 

Given the Funds objective of low volatility, we will continue to run a low risk portfolio until our models indicate 
that the risk return equation is more favorable. At all times, we will adhere to our disciplined risk management 
approach which will leave the Fund well positioned to take advantage of the opportunities that might present 
themselves over the coming weeks and months. 


